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ABSTRACT: Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) with light-harvest-
ing building blocks designed to mimic photosynthetic chromophore
arrays in green plants provide an excellent platform to study exciton
transport in networks with well-defined structures. A step-by-step
exciton random hopping model made of the elementary steps of
energy transfer between only the nearest neighbors is usually used to
describe the transport dynamics. Although such a nearest neighbor
approximation is valid in describing the energy transfer of triplet states
via the Dexter mechanism, we found it inadequate in evaluating singlet
exciton migration that occurs through the Förster mechanism, which
involves one-step jumping over longer distance. We measured
migration rates of singlet excitons on two MOFs constructed from
truxene-derived ligands and zinc nodes, by monitoring energy transfer
from the MOF skeleton to a coumarin probe in the MOF cavity. The diffusivities of the excitons on the frameworks were
determined to be 1.8 × 10−2 cm2/s and 2.3 × 10−2 cm2/s, corresponding to migration distances of 43 and 48 nm within their
lifetimes, respectively. “Through space” energy-jumping beyond nearest neighbor accounts for up to 67% of the energy transfer
rates. This finding presents a new perspective in the design and understanding of highly efficient energy transport networks for
singlet excited states.

■ INTRODUCTION

Natural photosynthesis begins by efficiently funneling energy
collected from sunlight to reaction centers via exciton
transport.1,2 To study this process, exciton migrations over
long distances have been explored in artificial networks3−15

such as light-harvesting metal−organic frameworks
(MOFs).16−20 As a structurally well-defined platform,21−24

MOFs not only present new opportunities for the judicious
design of antenna materials using chromophore-based
ligands,25−36 but also enable study of energy transport
dynamics in networks with well-defined structures.37−46 The
chromophores can be isolated from each other on the MOF
skeleton with interchromophore distances of usually 1−2 nm, a
value very close to that in natural photosynthetic membranes
(e.g., interchlorophyll distances are 1−1.3 nm in chloro-
plasts).47−49 This ligand separation in space leads to energy
transfer in a weak electronic coupling regime, in contrast to
molecular crystals with direct close packing and strong
electronic coupling. MOF crystals are thus extremely favorable
crystalline models for photosynthetic antenna arrays in green
plants and photosynthetic bacteria.50,51

Exciton dynamics on MOF networks have been described as
a step-by-step random hopping, which comprises elementary
steps of energy transfer between adjacent ligands.37,40 We

adopted this understanding of nearest-neighbor hopping
(NNH) in our previous studies on efficient energy transport
of triplet-states in a series of MOFs containing Ru(bpy)3

2+ and
Os(bpy)3

2+.41,52 The nearest-neighbor approximation was
confirmed by the short energy transfer distance of triplet
3MLCT states mainly via the Dexter mechanism, which
requires wave function overlap between the donor and the
acceptor. This simple successive hopping model also describes
singlet exciton dynamics in porphyrin-based MOFs.40 However,
the model cannot fully describe Förster-type singlet exciton
dynamics due to the involvement of the “through-space”
jumping beyond nearest neighbors. Recent reports of Förster
energy transfer between dopants in single steps over long
distances in MOFs suggest the importance of including
jumping beyond nearest neighbors (JBNN, Figure 1).45,46

In this work, we studied Förster energy transport of singlet
excitons in two light-harvesting MOFs with truxene-based
ligands. We found that the step-by-step NNH model was
inadequate for quantifying our experimental observations
because JBNN accounted for up to 67% of migration rates in
our systems.
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Exciton migration was monitored by employing coumarin
dye molecules in the MOF cavity as an emissive observer.6

Excitons move around the MOF skeleton via ligand-to-ligand
energy exchange until they find a coumarin, after which the
energy is transferred to the dye. The more mobile the exciton,
the greater the likelihood it will end up on a dye molecule
within its emission lifetime. Truxene ligands correspond to the
antenna array for light-harvesting in natural photosynthetic
systems, and coumarin dyes correspond to reaction centers that
accept the excitons. The emission ratio between the coumarin
dye and the ligands thus serves as a sensitive measurement of
exciton migration rates. We found the exciton diffusivities on
the two MOF skeletons to be 1.8 × 10−2 cm2/s and 2.3 × 10−2

cm2/s, which correspond to migration distances of 43 and 48
nm within their lifetimes, respectively.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MOF Synthesis and Structural Characterization. The

two MOFs in our study (truMOF-1 and truMOF-2) were
c on s t r u c t e d f r om t r u x en e - t r i b e n zo a t e l i g a nd s
(5,5′,10,10′,15,15′-hexaethyltruxene-2,7,12-tribenzoic acid =
H3L, see Scheme S1 and Figure S1−S3 in Supporting
Information [SI]) and Zn10(μ4-O)4(carboxylate)12 or Zn4(μ4-
O) (OH)3(OH2)3(carboxylate)3 secondary building units
(SBUs) as shown in Figure 2. Their structures were determined
by single crystal X-ray diffraction studies (see Table S1, S2; see
Figure S4, S5 for powder X-ray diffraction patterns and Figure
S6−S9 for chemical composition determination). Both MOFs
crystallize in the cubic crystal system, with the space group of
F4̅3m for truMOF-1 and I213 for truMOF-2. In truMOF-1, four
of the triangular L ligands form a tetrahedral cage and the cages
are further linked to each other on the vertex through the SBUs
to give a net of ttt topology and a framework formula of
Zn10(μ4-O)4(L)4. The center-to-center distance between
adjacent ligands in the same cage is 0.87 nm, while distances
between cages are larger with the shortest ligand-to-ligand
distance of 1.8 nm. In truMOF-2, the L ligands with the C3h
symmetry and the 3-connected SBUs link to each other
alternately to give 2-fold interpenetrated 3,3-connected nets of
srs topology and a framework formula of Zn4(μ4-O)
(OH)3(OH2)3(L). Each ligand has three nearest neighbors
on the interpenetrated net with a ligand-to-ligand distance of
1.3 nm. Both MOFs possess 3D-connected channels with pore
sizes of 2.2 nm for truMOF-1 and 1.7 nm for truMOF-2. The

high cubic symmetry of the crystals together with the random
orientations of transition dipoles due to the C3h symmetry of
the ligands lead to macroscopically isotropic exciton transport
dynamics without the usual complication from crystal
anisotropy.

Dye Loading. Coumarin dye molecules were loaded into
the porous MOFs by a solution impregnation method. The
crystals were equilibrated with EtOH solutions of coumarin 343
for 48 h, followed by briefly washing away the dye molecules on
the external surface of the crystal with fresh solvent. The dye
loading percentage was quantified by combined fluorescence
and UV−vis measurements of digested DMF solution of dye@
MOF hybrids, and can be fine-tuned by using coumarin
solutions of different dye concentrations for loading (see Figure
S10−S18). The dye loading level expressed as coumarin dye/
MOF ligand ratio ranges from 0% to 2.1% in the experiments.
These doping levels are close to the ratio (0.45−5%) between
reaction centers and light-harvesting chlorophylls in the
photosynthetic system of green plants.47,53−55

The positions of adsorbed dye molecules were estimated
from molecular dynamic calculations (see the following
sections). The dye configurations with lowest energies were
plotted in Figure S19. The coumarin dye molecule in truMOF-
1 adheres to one of the benzene rings of a truxene ligand, and
sits in the valley formed by two adjacent truxene ligands and
the SBU. In truMOF-2, the dye molecule is in close contact
with three adjacent truxene ligands and sits in a bowl formed by
the three ligands.

Fluorescence Measurement and Energy Transfer
Efficiency. The overlap of the coumarin absorption and ligand
L emission spectra as shown in Figure 3 suggests possible
efficient energy transfer from the ligand to the dye. The steady
state emissions of the dye@MOFs confirmed such transfer.
Upon excitation at the ligand absorption wavelength of 370
nm,56 two emission peaks appeared in the spectra, correspond-
ing to the emission of the L ligand (λmax = 395 nm) and the
emission of dye resulting from energy transfer (λmax = 485 nm).
This energy transfer can also be verified by the excitation
spectra monitored at the dye emission maximum at 485 nm,
which showed two excitation peaks corresponding to direct
excitation of the dye (λmax= 445 nm) and excitation of the
ligand (λmax= 370 nm) followed by energy transfer to the dye

Figure 1. Cartoon showing two distinct pathways in exciton migration
on a network of chromophores: (1) Step-by-step nearest neighbor
hopping (NNH); (2) Long-distance jumping. The exciton can diffuse
on the network and get transferred to acceptor molecules (e.g.,
reaction centers in photosynthesis) jumping beyond nearest neighbors
(JBNN) in the network. Figure 2. Structures of truMOF-1 and truMOF-2. The green triblade

represents the truxene ligand with C3h symmetry and the red dots
represent the Zn10 and Zn4 SBUs in truMOF-1 and -2, respectively.
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(Figure 4a). All the fluorescence measurements in this work
were performed at room temperature.

We systematically changed the excitation wavelength to
collect emission spectra and assembled them into the 2D map
shown in Figure 5. On the map, the vertical axis represents the
excitation wavelength and the horizontal axis represents the
emission wavelength. The energy transfer is easily identified on
the 2D map as a “cross-peak” (λex = 370 nm; λem = 485 nm)
between the two peaks associated with ligand ex/em (λex = 370
nm ; λem = 395 nm) and dye ex/em (λex = 445 nm; λem = 485
nm), as a result of exciting at the ligand wavelength but
emitting at the dye wavelength due to energy transfer.
This energy transfer peak becomes more visible as higher

amounts of coumarin dye were loaded into the MOFs (Figure
4b). As the dye concentration increases to 0.98%, the truxene
ex/em peak almost disappears, corresponding to close to unity
energy transfer efficiency. The ratios between the integrated
intensities of the dye and the ligand (Idye/Iligand) at the
excitation wavelength of ligand absorption serve as a figure of
merit to evaluate the degree of energy transfer (Figure 4c,d).
These data, together with the simulated values from different

models, suggest significant contribution of exciton jumping
beyond nearest neighbors (see the following sections). An Idye/
Iligand value as high as 57 was obtained for truMOF-1 with a dye
loading level of 2.1%, corresponding to energy transfer
efficiency of 98% as calculated by

=
+

I I
efficiency

/

QY /QY
I

I

dye ligand

dye ligand
dye

ligand

where QY stands for quantum yield (Figure S20, S21).
TruMOF-2 shows even more efficient energy transfer with an
Idye/Iligand value of 72 at a dye loading level of 1.8%.

Time-Resolved Emission Measurements and Exciton
Migration. Time-resolved emission measurements were used
to delineate the underlying dynamics of exciton migration and
energy transfer. The intensities of the time-resolved emission
for the ligand and the dye are proportional to their excited state
populations as a function of time, and can be obtained after
deconvolution of the excitation pulse from the recorded curves
(Figure 6, Figure S22, S23 and Table S3). Even for the very
short lifetime of the ligand during energy transfer, a confident
result with signal/noise >5 can be obtained. The coumarin
emission rises in the beginning with the decrease of the ligand
emission on the time scale of ligand lifetime, and then goes
back to ground state by emissive transition and nonemissive

Figure 3. (a) Scheme showing the energy transfer from the truxene
ligand on the MOF to the coumarin dye. (b) Excitation/absorption
and emission spectra of the ligand in MOF and the dye molecule in
DMF.

Figure 4. (a) Emission spectra of dye@truMOF-1 with excitation at
370 nm and excitation spectra of dye@truMOF-1 monitored at the
emission wavelength of 485 nm. (b) Emission spectra of dye@
truMOF-2 with excitation at 370 nm, with dye loading levels of 0%
(red), 0.12% (black), 0.32% (blue), 0.52% (cyan), 0.74% (pink),
0.93% (green), 1.57% (orange). (c) Idye/Iligand of truMOF-1 as a
function of dye loading level, together with simulated values from the
NNH model and the model including JBNN. (d) Idye/Iligand of dye@
truMOF-2 as a function of dye loading level, together with simulated
values from the NNH model and the model including JBNN.

Figure 5. 2D fluorescence spectra of the dye@truMOF-1 assembly at
different dye loading levels: (a) 0%, (b) 0.24%, (c) 0.42%, (d) 0.98%.

Figure 6. (a) Time-resolved emission traces of dye@truMOF-1 with a
dye loading level of 0.12% [truMOF (black): ex@339 nm em@385
nm; Energy Transfer (blue): ex@375 nm, em@485 nm; Dye-
(cyan):ex@455 nm, em@495 nm] and control sample of truMOF-1
without dye (red): ex@339 nm em@400 nm. Noise has been removed
in the deconvolution routine. (b) Time-resolved emission traces of
truMOF-1 with different dye doping levels (excited at 375 nm and
detected at 485 nm).
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relaxation at the dye lifetime. The existence of this initial
growth period again confirms the energy transfer from the
ligand to the dye.
The shortened emission lifetime of the ligand after dye

loading is consistent with a diffusional quenching mechanism
for the ligand-to-dye energy transfer, as compared to static
quenching. The major difference between these two quenching
modes is that the relative distance between the emitter and the
quencher changes in the diffusional quenching on the time scale
of the excited state lifetime, while this distance does not change
in static quenching. In the dye@MOF hybrid, the physical
distance between the ligand (emitter) and the dye (quencher)
does not change on the time scale of ligand lifetime, but the
excited state can migrate on the framework through multiple
ligand-to-ligand energy transfer. This exciton migration changes
the relative distance between the excited state and the dye
acceptor, thus effectively creating conditions for diffusional
quenching that leads to the same mathematical consequences as
molecular diffusion. The exciton migration greatly enhances the
energy transfer efficiency and is widely used by light-harvesting
systems in natural photosynthesis, as well as in artificial systems
for amplified quenching-based fluorescent detection.10

Simulation of Exciton Dynamics. The above measure-
ments and analyses showed that energy transfer in truMOF-2 is
more efficient than that in truMOF-1. As the two MOFs were
constructed from the same ligands and the same metal ions, the
difference must result from their structures. To understand the
relationship between structure and energy transfer and develop
a principle for designing light-harvesting materials, we
performed simulations of exciton dynamics in these systems.
The rate of energy transfer for singlet excitons can be

described by the Förster energy transfer theory (but beyond the
point-dipole approximation, see below).40,57−59 With crystal
structures, energy transfer rates were obtained between every
two ligands in a 7 × 7 × 7 cube containing 343 unit-cells and
5488 L ligands for truMOF-1, or 2744 L ligands for truMOF-2.
We first used the nearest neighbor approximation,

considering exciton hopping only between ligands with a
center-to-center distance of less than 2.0 nm (nearest
neighbors). The simulations, however, significantly under-
estimated the energy transfer efficiency of truMOF-1 compared
to the experimental results. After adding back the energy
transfer over longer distances, reasonable energy transfer
efficiencies were obtained. The contributions from exciton
jumping beyond the nearest neighbor account for 67% of the
energy transfer rates for truMOF-1 as shown in Figure 4.
Since the Förster energy transfer rate decreases with

increasing donor−acceptor separation in an r−6 relationship,
the large proportion of longer distance jumping is counter-
intuitive. Energy transfer over twice the distance will thus be 26

or 64 times slower. Our rate calculations in the simulations
confirmed such a dependence on distance. One-step jumping
over twice the distance takes far more time than two successive
hops between nearest neighbors by a factor of 32. One might
thus conclude that long distance jumping in energy transfer
should be very limited and almost negligible.
However, this argument does not take into account the

exponentially increased number of possible paths after adding
jumps over longer distances. Although each path has a small
contribution to the overall rate, summation over all the possible
paths leads to a rate comparable to that of nearest neighbor
hopping. We present a simple model net of six molecules in the

Supporting Information (Section S7) to illustrate the large
contribution of multiple paths in long-distance energy transfer.

Förster Energy Transfer Rate. The traditional Förster
resonance energy transfer (FRET) formulation involves a
point-dipole model. This point-dipole approximation does not
apply at a donor−acceptor separation of less than 2 nm. We
thus used a more general Förster equation beyond the point-
dipole formulation in our simulation:40,57−59

π=
ℏ

k V J
2

tr
2

(1)

where J is the overlap integral between the normalized
absorption spectrum of the acceptor and the emission spectra
of the donor. V is the exciton coupling between the acceptor
and the donor.
The overlap integral, which arises from the energy

conservation requirement of the energy transfer, can be
obtained from the experimental absorption and emission
spectra of the donor and acceptor by

∫

∫ ∫

λ ε λ λ λ

λ λ λ λ
=

ℏ ε λ
λ

∞

∞J
F

c F

( ) ( ) d

( ) d d
0 D A

4

0 D
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(2)

where FD(λ) and εA(λ) are the experimental emission spectrum
of the donor and absorption spectrum of the acceptor,
respectively.
The exciton coupling can be evaluated by columbic coupling

between the excited states of the donor and acceptor when
wave function overlap between the two is negligible as in the
MOF structure. We estimated this columbic coupling using
atomic transition densities,40,57−59 which yields much more
reliable results than the point dipole approximation at short
ligand−ligand distances.

∑ ∑
π
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(3)

where qi
t and Ri

m are the atomic transition density and position
of the atom i in the molecule m.
These coupling values are different in truMOF-1 and

truMOF-2. In truMOF-1, the adjacent ligands in the same
tetrahedral cage are very close to each other with interligand
coupling of 349 cm−1. The couplings between ligands in
different cages are much smaller, with the largest value of 123
cm−1. In truMOF-2, the coupling between closest ligands is
only 166 cm−1, a value much smaller than the largest one in
truMOF-1, but energy transport in truMOF-2 is more efficient
than that in truMOF-1. This is because ligands in truMOF-2
are more connected while ligands in truMOF-1 form more
isolated cages. This illustrates the importance of topology in
addition to interligand coupling in dictating the efficiency of
energy transfer.
The atomic transition densities were obtained from singly

excited configuration interaction calculations based on an
INDO ground state wave function. The oscillation strength f of
the calculated results were normalized to experimental
absorption spectra of the donor and acceptor by

∫ ε λ
λ

λ= ×f 0.0429
( )

d2 (4)

For the L ligand with C3h symmetry, there are two
degenerate excited states with transition dipole moments in
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the molecular plane. These two degenerate states transform as
(x,y) under symmetry operations of the C3h point group and
belongs to the E′ irreducible representation. The atomic
transition density calculations considered the pair of excited
states.
The calculated energy transfer rates between adjacent

molecules in the crystal structures are very different from
those obtained from point-dipole calculations, while the rates
between molecules separated by longer distances are very
similar for these two methods.
Solving the Model of Exciton Dynamics. Dye molecules

were added to the structural model based on calculated
adsorption positions and distributions. The number of added
dye molecules was kept in accordance with the doping level.
The dye adsorption positions were predicted from an annealing
calculation with molecular force field using the Adsorber
Locater module in Materials Studio software suite, with the first
10 configurations with lowest energies selected. The occupancy
probabilities of all dye positions were assigned according to the
calculated adsorption energies following the Boltzmann
distribution. The final dye molecules in the model were loaded
by a machine-generated random number to the configurations
with corresponding occupancy probabilities. The calculations
were performed for several times with different dye
distributions and then averaged to give the final simulation
results.
The exciton dynamics was then simulated using the master

equations:

∑ ∑
τ

= − − +
≠ ≠

⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭t

P t P t k k P t
d
d

( ) ( )
1

( )i i
i j i

i j
j i

j i j, ,
(5)

or more concisely

⃗ = ̅ ⃗
t

P t KP t
d
d

( ) ( )
(6)

where ⃗P t( ) is the column vector describing excitation
population at each site including both the ligand molecules
and the dye molecules. K̅ is the rate matrix that is constructed
from the lifetime decay of the excited state on this site (

τ
1

i
) and

energy transfer with all the other sites (ki,j and kj,i).
The master equation was solved by propagating the site

populations in time

⃗ = ̅ ⃗P t Kt P( ) exp( ) (0) (7)

where ⃗P(0) is the initial excited state populations, being set to
unity on all ligand molecules and zero on all dye molecules.
The time-dependent emission intensities of the ligand IL(t)

and the dye ID(t) can be calculated from the excited state
populations by knowing the fluorescence rate Γ, which are
determined experimentally from fluorescence lifetime τ and
quantum efficiency Φ.

τ
Γ = Φ

(8)

and

= Γ ·I t P t( ) ( )L L ligand (9)

α= ·Γ ·I t P t( ) ( )D D dye (10)

The total emission intensities of the ligand and the dye can
be calculated as

∫=
∞

I I t t( ) dligand
0

L (11)

∫=
∞

I I t t( ) ddye
0

D (12)

Diffusivity of Excitons. The diffusivity of the excitons can
be evaluated by putting one exciton at the center of the
crystalline model, and monitor how this exciton diffuse
outward.
Diffusion from a point source in an infinite homogeneous

volume can be estimated by

π
= −

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟P r t

Dt
r
Dt

( , )
1

4
exp

4

2

(13)

where D is the diffusivity of the exciton.
By fitting the simulations to the above formula, the

diffusivities were determined to be 1.8 × 10−2 cm2/s and 2.3
× 10−2 cm2/s for truMOF-1 and truMOF-2, respectively. These
numbers are relatively large compared to typical values in
heterojunction organic solar cells.15 The exciton migration
distances can be estimated by considering a random walk of the
exciton in 3D within its lifetime:

τ=L D (14)

The exciton migration distance is calculated to be 43 nm for
truMOF-1 and 48 nm for truMOF-2. Importantly, if only
considering the nearest neighbor contributions, these migration
distances will be reduced to 20 nm in truMOF-1 and 25 nm in
truMOF-2. The jumping beyond nearest neighbor thus
increases this distance by 115% in truMOF-1 and 92% in
truMOF-2.

Jumping Beyond Nearest Neighbor in General Cases.
The JBNN can also be significant in other systems besides
these truMOFs. To investigate when the JBNN needs to be
considered in different energy transport networks, we built a
general isotropic model for exciton migration (see SI, Section
S8). In this model, we can tune the Förster energy transfer rate
constants and monitor the change of the percentage of
contributions of JBNN in the overall energy transfer events.
The rate of Förster energy transfer in isotropic media with

averaged dipole orientations can be represented by a Förster
distance R. When the donor and acceptor are separated by the
Förster distance at random orientations, 50% of the donor
energy will be transferred to the acceptor. The Förster energy
transfer rate is

τ
=k

R
r

1
F

D

6

6 (15)

where τD is the donor lifetime and r is the donor−acceptor
separation.
As an example, the Förster energy transfer distance between

the L ligands in the truMOFs is 3.5 nm. For comparison, the
adjacent ligands in the MOFs are separated by only 0.87−1.8
nm in truMOF-1 and 1.27 nm in truMOF-2. These Förster
distances are typical for organic dyes. In photosynthetic
antennae in chloroplasts, the Förster distance between
chlorophylls is 4.2−9.0 nm,47,49,60 and the separation between
adjacent chlorophylls is 1−1.3 nm,47−49 which are comparable
to the tru-MOFs.
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In the simulation of general isotropic systems, the Förster
distances (RLL and RLD) were normalized by the ligand−ligand
separation (rL). For simplification, the ligand-dye distance is set
to the same as the ligand−ligand separation in this model. The
percentage of contributions from JBNN to Iligand/Idye was
evaluated by systematically changing RLL/rL and RLD/rL as
shown in Figure 7 (see Section S8 in SI for more details).

Contributions of JBNN increase with a faster ligand-to-ligand
energy transfer rate (larger RLL/rL) and decrease with a faster
ligand-to-dye energy transfer rate (larger RLD/rL). This result is
rationalized as the long distance jumping mainly affects exciton
migration. With a lower ligand-to-dye energy transfer rate, the
excitons have more time to migrate on the framework before
being transferred to the dye. Similarly, a higher ligand-to-ligand
energy transfer rate produces excitons with higher mobility.
The contribution of JBNN to the energy transfer is thus
affected by both the ligand-to-dye and ligand-to-ligand energy
transfer rates, and plays a significant role in a wide range of
combinations of these two parameters.

■ CONCLUSION
We studied the Förster energy transport of singlet excitons in
two light-harvesting MOFs built from truxene-based ligands.
Both these antenna frameworks efficiently transfer energy to
coumarin dye molecules loaded inside the MOF cavity. These
systems resemble photosynthetic networks that funnel energy
collected by chlorophyll/bacteriochlorophyll arrays to their
embedded reaction centers. We found that efficient energy
transfer and exciton migration in the MOF system could not be
quantitatively explained using the usual step-by-step random
hopping model adopted in previous MOF energy transfer
analyses. Exciton jumping beyond nearest neighbors was found
to account for up to 67% of the energy transfer rates in these
systems with singlet excited states. Our work thus presents a
significant insight that will shape the design of efficient energy
transport networks.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2,7,12-Tribromo-5,5′,10,10′,15,15′-hexaethyltruxene was synthesized
according to the literature.61

Synthesis of 5,5′,10,10′,15,15′-Hexaethyltruxene-2,7,12-tri-
benzoate methyl ester (Me3L). A mixture of 2, 7, 12-tribromo-
5,5′,10,10′,15,15′-hexaethyltruxene (408 mg, 0.6 mmol), 4-
(methoxycarbonyl)phenylboronic acid (446 mg, 2.4 mmol), Pd[P-
(C6H5)3]4 (150 mg, 0.13 mmol), K2CO3 (1.4 g), THF (20 mL), and
H2O (5 mL) was placed into a 100 mL sealed container with a
magnetic stirring bar and evacuated and purged with nitrogen. Then
the mixture was heated to 100 °C under nitrogen protection for 3
days. After the mixture was cooled to room temperature, the solvent
was removed with a rotary evaporator. The crude product was purified
by column chromatography to obtain the pure product (150 mg.
27.3% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.46 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 3H),
8.17 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 6H), 7.82 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 6H), 7.72 (d, J = 8.4 Hz,
6H), 3.98 (s, 9H), 3.09 (dd, J = 13.8, 7.2 Hz, 6H), 2.27 (dd, J = 13.7,
7.2 Hz, 6H), 0.30 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 18H).

Synthesis of 5,5′,10,10′,15,15′-Hexaethyltruxene-2,7,12-tri-
benzoic acid (H3L). 5, 5′, 10, 10 ′, 15, 15′-hexaethyltruxene-2,7,12-
tribenzoate methyl ester (200 mg, 0.36 mmol) was dissolved in a
mixture of THF (10 mL), EtOH (10 mL), and 6 M aqueous NaOH
solution (10 mL). The mixture was heated to 80 °C and refluxed for 8
h. After the mixture was cooled to room temperature, the organic
solvents were removed by a rotary evaptor. The aqueous solution of
the solid was adjusted to pH < 1 to precipitate the product which was
washed with H2O several times (180 mg, 94% yield). 1H NMR (400
MHz, DMSO): δ 8.46 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 3H), 8.09 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 6H),
7.99 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 9H), 7.89 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H), 3.02 (dd, J = 13.2,
6.8 Hz, 6H), 2.36 (dd, J = 13.5, 7.0 Hz, 6H), 0.25−0.08 (m, 18H). 13C
NMR (126 MHz, DMSO): δ 167.70, 153.66, 144.61, 144.55, 140.34,
138.60, 138.02, 130.49, 129.99, 127.35, 126.26, 125.21,121.23, 57.15,
29.15, 8.94. Elemental analysis: Anal. Calc.: C 82.73%, H 6.25%.
Found: C 79%, H 6.3%.)

Synthesis of truMOF-1. A mixture of Zn(NO3)2·4H2O (60 mg)
and H3L (45 mg) were placed in a mixed solution of DMF (10 mL),
CH3OH (0.3 mL) and H2O (0.3 mL), with several glass slides in a
screw-capped vial, and placed in a 90 °C oven for 2 days. The crystals
grew on the glass slides and the slides with crystals were taken out of
the solution and thoroughly washed with DMF and EtOH before
other experiments.

Synthesis of truMOF-2. A mixture of Zn(NO3)2·4H2O (60 mg)
and H3L (45 mg) were placed in a mixed solution of DMF (10 mL)
and CH3OH (0.3 mL), with several glass slides in a screw-capped vial,
and placed in a 90 °C oven for 2 days. The crystals grew on the glass
slides and the slides with crystals were taken out of the solution and
thoroughly washed with DMF and EtOH before other experiments.
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Figure 7. Fraction of JBNN (jump beyond nearest neighbor) in the
overall energy transfer rates as a function of normalized Förster
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doping level of 0.5%. The fraction of JBNN is represented by colors on
the map with contour lines showing the values.
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